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ABSTRACT
We introduce interaction proxies as a strategy for runtime repair and enhancement of the accessibility of mobile applications. Conceptually, interaction proxies are inserted between an application’s original interface and the manifest interface that a person uses to perceive and manipulate the application. This strategy allows third-party developers and researchers to modify an interaction without an application’s source code, without rooting the phone, without otherwise modifying an application, while retaining all capabilities of the system (e.g., Android’s full implementation of the TalkBack screen reader). This paper introduces interaction proxies, defines a design space of interaction re-mappings, identifies necessary implementation abstractions, presents details of implementing those abstractions in Android, and demonstrates a set of Android implementations of interaction proxies from throughout our design space. We then present a set of interviews with blind and low-vision people interacting with our prototype interaction proxies, using these interviews to explore the seamlessness of interaction, the perceived usefulness and potential of interaction proxies, and visions of how such enhancements could gain broad usage. By allowing third-party developers and researchers to improve an interaction, interaction proxies offer a new approach to personalizing mobile application accessibility and a new approach to catalyzing development, deployment, and evaluation of mobile accessibility enhancements.
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INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices and their applications (apps) have become ubiquitous in daily life. Ensuring full access to the wealth of information and services provided by such apps is a matter of social justice [39], but for the estimated 15% of the world population with a disability [60], many capabilities and services offered by apps remain inaccessible. Pursuing more complete access requires contributions from researchers, from developers of mobile platforms (e.g., Apple, Google), and from the developers of thousands of individual apps.

Although individual apps can improve their accessibility in many ways, the most fundamental is adhering to platform accessibility guidelines. For example, the Android Accessibility Developer Checklist guides developers to “provide content descriptions for UI components that do not have visible text” [1]. This in turn allows the Android TalkBack screen reader to provide meaningful feedback to a person using the screen reader to interact with the app. Unfortunately, many apps fail to implement accessibility guidelines, including flagship corporate apps (e.g., as of August 2016, this paper finds missing metadata in current Android apps for Wells Fargo and Yelp that makes key functionality inaccessible). The problem is analogous to developer failure to provide alternative text for images on the web [6] or to implement accessibility guidelines in desktop applications [28].

When an app fails to implement fundamental accessibility support, people seeking to use that app often have few or no options for resolving the failure. An app’s developer may lack awareness or knowledge needed to implement a fix. They may delay a fix due to competing development priorities (e.g., prioritizing new features), and other app updates may even introduce new accessibility failures. Alternatively, it might be difficult or impossible to obtain updates if original development of an app was contracted out or if the app is otherwise abandoned by its developer. A new approach to deploying accessibility enhancements could allow individuals or communities to quickly address accessibility failures that an app’s original developer is unable or unwilling to address.

Finally, mobile platforms also face significant challenges and tradeoffs in prioritizing, designing, and implementing potential platform-level accessibility improvements. Although the impact of built-in platform support can be large, many promising techniques never make it to platform-level adoption. At the same time, researchers cannot reasonably rebuild a platform’s entire accessibility infrastructure as part of exploring a new approach, so research is often limited to prototype apps. A new approach to deploying accessibility enhancements could both: (1) improve research by enabling
deployment and evaluation of potential techniques, and (2) accelerate the impact of research by allowing promising accessibility enhancements to reach more people.

This paper introduces **interaction proxies** as a strategy for runtime repair and enhancement of mobile app accessibility. Interaction proxies are inserted between an app’s original interface and the manifest interface [14] that a person uses to perceive and manipulate that app (e.g., the interface exposed by a screen reader like Android’s TalkBack). As a strategy for third-party accessibility enhancements, interaction proxies therefore contrast with both: (1) fixes in individual apps (which can only be made by an app’s developer), and (2) platform-level enhancements (which can only be made by the platform developer). The strategy is analogous to web proxies that modify a page between a server and a browser (including web proxies that modify pages to improve their accessibility [6,8,53]), but extended to address the design and implementation challenges of mobile app accessibility.

We demonstrate interaction proxies on Android, modifying interactions without an app’s source code, without rooting the phone or otherwise modifying an app, while retaining all capabilities of the system (e.g., Android’s full implementation of the TalkBack screen reader). Our implementations achieve this by modifying selected interactions using an accessibility service that creates overlays above an app while listening to and generating events to coordinate an interaction.

We then present a set of interviews with blind and low-vision people interacting with prototype interaction proxies, discussing their experiences and thoughts regarding such enhancements. As we will emphasize throughout this paper, our contribution is not intended to be any one specific accessibility enhancement. Rather, we aim to demonstrate the potential of interaction proxies as a **strategy** to support a variety of repairs and enhancements to the accessibility of mobile apps.

The specific contributions of our work therefore include:

- We introduce **interaction proxies** as a strategy for runtime repair and enhancement of the accessibility of mobile apps.
- We explore a design space of interaction re-mappings that can be implemented by an interaction proxy. This provides a framework for considering the design and implementation of mobile accessibility repairs and enhancements.
- We present a set of techniques for implementing interaction proxies and demonstrate implementations on Android without rooting the phone or otherwise modifying an app. A set of proof-of-concept Android implementations of interaction proxies demonstrate a range of technical techniques that developers and researchers can employ in implementing, deploying, and evaluating accessibility improvements.
- We present two sets of interviews with blind and low-vision people who use screen readers, first exploring accessibility barriers they encounter in apps and then exploring their reactions to using prototype interaction proxies as well as their thoughts on the potential of interaction proxies for enhancing the accessibility of mobile apps.

**INTERACTION PROXIES**

Effective interaction requires bridging both the gulf of evaluation (i.e., **perceiving and understanding** the state of an app) and the gulf of execution (i.e., **manipulating** the state of an app) [30]. These gulfs are bridged using an **interface**. For many people without disabilities, that interface is the original touch screen display. But it is important to clarify that people commonly use different interfaces to access the same underlying app. Many blind or low-vision people choose a **screen reader interface** (e.g., Slide Rule [34], Android’s TalkBack, iOS’s VoiceOver), which re-maps touch to support navigation separate from activation and may completely disable visual display of an app. Many people with motor impairments choose a **scanning interface**, which relies on visual perception but re-maps manipulation by scanning through potential targets that a person then activates using a switch. Even attaching an external keyboard or an additional display to a device can be considered a change in the interface used for interaction.

Borrowing from Cooper [14], we refer to the interface a person directly perceives and manipulates as the **manifest interface**. We contrast this with the **original interface** created by an app developer. For many people, the manifest interface may be the same as the original interface. However, many people with disabilities elect an alternative manifest interface. Conceptually, interaction proxies are inserted between an app’s original interface and the manifest interface a person uses to perceive and manipulate that app, as illustrated in Figure 2.

We adopt the term “**proxy**” to be analogous to the web, where proxies can modify webpages between a server and their rendering in a browser (including web proxies with a purpose of improving web accessibility [6,8,53]). However, mobile app architectures do not allow the same approach to directly modifying the underlying representation of an interface prior to its rendering. Inserting an interaction proxy therefore aims to improve interaction by modifying how an app is perceived or
Proxies may simplify this by targeting a manifest interface (e.g., Figure 1’s upward arrow), and developing an interaction proxy, as any seams or failures in the original interaction unmodified. But care is required in only small portions of an interaction, leaving most of the interface that is manifested by the platform screen reader.

There is significant overall promise in interaction proxies, which we examine in implementing several proof-of-concept enhancements and in interviews with blind and low-vision people interacting with those prototypes. But the interaction proxy strategy also has limitations. Specifically, the strategy is limited to interactions where a proxy can integrate itself into perception and manipulation of an app via a particular interface. A proxy must support both: (1) perception and understanding of the underlying app and the proxy’s modifications via the manifest interface (e.g., Figure 1’s upward arrow), and (2) manipulation of the underlying app and the proxy’s modifications via the manifest interface (e.g., Figure 1’s downward arrow). Proxies may simplify this by targeting only small portions of an interaction, leaving most of the original interaction unmodified. But care is required in developing an interaction proxy, as any seams or failures introduced by an interaction proxy can create new barriers to bridging the gulfs of evaluation and execution.

RELATED WORK
Our current work builds upon and is informed by prior research in mobile accessibility implementation, in accessibility repair and enhancement, and in runtime interface modification.

Mobile Accessibility Implementation
Designing and implementing support for mobile accessibility requires diverse contributions. One example can be seen in the design, adoption, and implementation of support for screen readers that make mobile apps more accessible to blind and low-vision people. Motivated by the research challenge of supporting blind people in using touch screens, Slide Rule introduced techniques for re-mapping gestures to support navigating and exploring the screen separately from activating targets in an interface [34]. These techniques were adopted by developers of screen readers for major mobile platforms (e.g., Android’s TalkBack, iOS’s VoiceOver), and now improve accessibility of apps on those platforms [42]. However, accessibility of apps on those platforms remains critically dependent upon the many developers of individual apps [1].

One key requirement of the developers of individual apps is to provide metadata needed to support platform accessibility enhancements such as screen readers. Developers often fail to provide metadata for a variety of reasons (e.g., being unaware they should, lacking knowledge of how to do so, or failing to prioritize accessibility). This problem has been most studied on the web (e.g., with missing image alternative text [6]). Despite education and improved testing (e.g., [12,31,47]), such accessibility failures remain common on the web [25].

The same underlying challenge occurs in mobile and desktop interfaces, with individual app developers failing to implement platform accessibility support. The extent of the problem is difficult to measure, due to a relative lack of testing tools. Hurst et al. found roughly 25% of desktop elements are completely missing from the accessibility implementation of common desktop interfaces [28]. Milne et al. examined the accessibility of apps provided with mobile health sensors, finding none appropriately implemented platform accessibility standards [43]. The greater maturity of education and tooling in web accessibility makes it likely that mobile and desktop accessibility implementations are at least as poor as on the web, and blind and low-vision interview participants in this paper report missing accessibility metadata is a frequent barrier.

Accessibility Repair and Enhancement
Prior work repairing accessibility failures generally focuses on the web, where the representation rendered by a browser is available and can be directly modified. We use the term “proxy” to be analogous to prior research using web proxies to improve web accessibility [6,8,53], but our implementation mechanisms are quite different. Some accessibility repairs can be automated, such as attempting to automatically identify sources of alternative text for web images [6] or automatically increasing font size to improve readability [4]. Other approaches emphasize social annotation, wherein people contribute accessibility repairs that benefit additional people who encounter the same accessibility failure [37]. Such research has examined collaborative authoring of missing image alternative text and other metadata [51,54,55], sharing of scripts to implement site-specific repairs [7], and more recent work focusing on crowdsourcing contributions [27].
In addition to work on visual accessibility, many people with motor impairments choose accessibility techniques that modify how they manipulate an interface. SUPPLE modifies interface elements according to personal motor abilities [23,58]. Other systems leave interface layout unchanged, but apply techniques to ease pointing. Examples include making targets “sticky” [29,59], dynamically modifying cursor behavior according to a person’s movement profile [57], and breaking a pointing interaction into multiple interactions that disambiguate the intended target [22,33,63]. Other research has explored alternative pointing for physically large devices [36].

Prior research examines how people adapt to accessibility barriers in mobile devices and how devices can enhance access in the physical world [35]. VizWiz examines supporting blind people in using a mobile device to take a picture and ask a crowd a question about that picture [5,11]. Extensions examine conversational interaction with the crowd [41] and soliciting volunteer assistance in social networks [9,10]. Related insights have been applied to supporting deaf students through real-time captioning for classroom activities [40].

There has been much less research in repairing or enhancing the accessibility of mobile apps. Notable examples include supporting macros motivated by accessibility needs [48] and implementations of pointing enhancements [63]. The SWAT framework examines system-level instrumentation of content and events to support developer creation of accessibility services [49], but requires rooting a device, which is a significant security risk and presents a technical expertise barrier. Our work explores a larger design space of re-mappings while working within the Android accessibility and security model. We thus extend the spirit of prior work in repair and enhancement, while developing new techniques for third-party accessibility enhancements in mobile apps.

**Runtime Interface Modification**

We also extend prior research in runtime modification of desktop interfaces. Such work employs different approaches than on the web, necessitated by a lack of ability to directly access or modify an interface’s internal representation. Early work replaced a toolkit drawing object and intercepted commands (e.g., draw_string) [21,46]. More recently, Scotty examined runtime toolkit overlaying, developing abstractions for implementing modifications in code injected directly into the interface runtime [20]. Complementary work explores input-output re-direction in the window manager [56], using information from the desktop accessibility API to make changes in an interface façade [52]. To overcome limitations of the desktop accessibility API and incomplete implementations of that API, recent work examines interpretation of interface pixels [28]. Runtime modification can be implemented using only pixel-level analysis [15,16,17,18,19,61] or in combination with information from an accessibility API [13]. Such approaches can allow authoring more specialized or accessible manifestations of underlying application functionality [62].

Our work builds on insights from the desktop, but the mobile app context does not allow prior approaches (i.e., does not allow direct modification of interface internals, nor surface modification via window manager redirection). We develop a new approach (i.e., using floating windows while coordinating perception and manipulation in the manifest interface), and we explore implications for mobile accessibility modifications.

**RE-MAPPING INTERACTION**

We now present a design space for supporting researchers and developers in the design of interaction proxies, considering implementation abstractions in the next section. Recall from Figure 2 that an interaction proxy helps a person to bridge the gulf of evaluation and/or the gulf of execution. A proxy achieves this by modifying: (1) perception in an interaction, (2) manipulation in an interaction, or (3) both. We consider such modifications in terms of how a proxy re-maps existing interaction into new interaction. This section considers each of five identified patterns of re-mapping and discusses potential interaction proxies in that region of the design space.

Although many potential enhancements fit cleanly into this design space, we note that some enhancements are better thought of as a combination of several interaction proxies, each of which re-maps an interaction according to this space.

**From Zero to One**

A re-mapping from zero to one adds a new interaction where there was none. By definition, this adds new information or functionality to a manifest interface, and we contrast it with later examples that correct or replace an existing interaction. Re-mappings might integrate new information obtained from an outside service or restore elements of an original interface that are inaccessible in a person’s chosen manifest interface.

Figure 3 shows an example of adding information from an outside service. In interviews presented in this work, blind and low-vision people report they often do not have ready access to information about an app’s accessibility prior to attempting to use the app. If a third-party service rated app accessibility, it would be preferable to make ratings available directly at the time that information is needed. Figure 3’s proof-of-concept shows how a third-party interaction proxy could add a button for accessing such accessibility ratings from within the app store itself. Google’s Accessibility Scanner app similarly inserts a floating button that allows invoking an accessibility checker for the current screen [24], but it targets developer inspection of an app rather than end-users seeking information about the accessibility of potential apps.

![Figure 3. This interaction proxy adds third-party accessibility ratings directly within the app store. (a) An “Accessibility Ratings” button is added in empty space. (b) Selecting it shows third-party accessibility information for that app.](image-url)
Later sections discuss Figure 7, an example of zero-to-one re-mappings that restore functionality missing in an interface manifested by a screen reader. Specifically, the Wells Fargo app fails to expose several of its interface elements, leaving them inaccessible to a person manifesting the interface with a screen reader. An interaction proxy repairs this, restoring access to each of the menu items from the original interface. Figure 8 presents the same problem occurring with the stars on Yelp’s rating page. Inaccessible when using a screen reader, an interaction proxy restores these to the manifest interface.

From One to Zero
A re-mapping from one to zero removes an interaction. Examples include: (1) modifying a manifest interface to remove information or functionality from the original interface, and (2) modifications to correct or improve undesirable interactions introduced by a person’s chosen manifest interface. For example, stencils-based tutorials remove access to much of an interface by limiting interaction to the current step in the tutorial [26,38]. iOS’s Guided Access feature similarly allows disabling a phone’s motion detection or disabling touch in a region of an interface [3]. Additional examples can include removing interactions that provide no value or are problematic in a person’s chosen manifest interface (e.g., advertising, interstitial screens, spurious animations that generate distracting notifications with a screen reader).

From One to One
A re-mapping from one to one replaces an existing interaction with another. Figure 1 shows an example of elements with missing or incorrect accessibility metadata, which are therefore inappropriately manifested by a screen reader (e.g., presented as “One, Unlabeled”). Manipulation thus works as desired, but elements are difficult to correctly perceive. A third-party interaction proxy can correct this (e.g., presenting the button as “Start Timer”), proxying any manipulation to the underlying original interface. Although such a correction could also be considered a combination of a one-to-zero re-mapping (i.e., removing the incorrect data) and a zero-to-one re-mapping (i.e., adding the correct data), it is more straightforward to consider such direct replacement of an existing interaction as a one-to-one re-mapping.

Alternatively, an interaction proxy can modify manipulation while leaving information in individual elements unchanged. For example, our blind and low-vision interview participants report needed functionality can sometimes be difficult to reach when manifested by a screen reader. Because swiping gestures traverse elements serially, an example difficulty is when a screen reader manifests a target at the end of a list that must be traversed to access it (e.g., Toggl’s “Create Timer” button prominently floats above the interface but the screen reader manifests it after all existing timers, Yelp’s search box is readily available in the original interface but the screen reader manifests at the end of a list). Later sections discuss Figure 8 and our implementation of interaction proxies to modify navigation order in such interfaces.

We note existing platform support for re-mapping interaction tends to be strongest for one-to-one re-mapping (e.g., both Android and iOS support interactively labeling elements that are missing screen reader metadata). But interaction proxies further allow third-party developers and researchers to develop, deploy, and evaluate new approaches (e.g., neither Android nor iOS provide integrated support for social annotation approaches to crowdsourcing accessibility text, as has been proposed and examined in web-based systems [27,51,54,55]).

From One to Many
A re-mapping from one to many replaces a single interaction with multiple interactions. This is often because the original interaction makes ability assumptions that are inaccessible to some people, such as fine-grained motor assumptions [58]. Unpacking such an interaction into a sequence of interactions can make it more accessible to more people. This generally requires designing for both perception and manipulation, as a person must navigate the new sequence of interactions. For example, prior work explores two-stage selection of small targets [22,33,63]. Figure 4 shows an interaction proxy that replaces a set of small adjacent targets with a single larger target that invokes a menu for choosing among them.

From Many to One
A re-mapping from many to one replaces multiple interactions with a single interaction. For example, prior work has explored this in accessibility macros [48]. Such macros can provide a new method for manipulating an app through a sequence of interactions that might otherwise be difficult or laborious (e.g., interfaces that rely upon timing constraints or active modes that are difficult for a person with a motor impairment to perform). A macro might also be invoked using a different modality, as with CoFaçade’s support for configuring devices so an older adult can access functionality with on-screen buttons, with physical buttons, or with physical gestures like scanning an RFID tag [62]. In contrast to many-to-one re-mapping of manipulation, many-to-one re-mapping of perception can be implemented by summaries. For example, a home automation app might contain many visual indicators of devices, which a screen reader manifests by serially scanning through each device and its status, but a proxy could add support for a summary of which devices are currently on.
Composing Multiple Re-Mappings in an Enhancement

Apps and potential enhancements to those apps are composed of many interactions. In applying this design space to consider current and potential enhancements, it is helpful to consider enhancements as composed of many re-mappings, each of which is characterized by one of these five patterns.

A simple case is when an enhancement applies the same type of re-mapping to multiple interactions (e.g., modifying screen reader metadata on multiple elements, modifying navigation order among multiple elements, disabling multiple elements as part of a stencils-based tutorial). But complex enhancements can also be understood as compositions of many re-mappings. Later sections discuss personalized interface layout in Figure 10, as motivated by SUPPLE’s generation of interface layouts adapted to an individual’s motor abilities [23,58]. Considering such a complex enhancement in terms of its underlying re-mapping of many interactions can provide a useful framework for approaching its design and implementation.

IMPLEMENTATION IN ANDROID

The prior section provides a framework for considering design of interaction proxies. We now present a set of implementation abstractions and how each is implemented in Android. Our abstractions are sometimes similar to prior examinations of runtime interface modification (e.g., [20,52]), so we focus on details for interaction proxies in Android. Abstractions provide a higher-level language for discussing enhancements and convey what is needed to achieve these behaviors on other platforms. After introducing the primary abstractions, we discuss their composition to coordinate perception and manipulation over the course of modifying an interaction. Maintaining this coordination of the interaction is critical for an effective proxy.

Our interaction proxies are installed as Android accessibility services. This provides a proxy with some ability to inspect and manipulate other apps using privileged Android APIs. Installing an accessibility service requires explicit consent, and none of our enhancements require rooting the phone or otherwise modifying the operating system, as we believe it is inappropriate to require a person to compromise basic security of their device to access an app. Nevertheless, protecting against malicious accessibility services is an important topic for additional security research [32]. Prior research has explored composing interfaces from mutually distrustful elements [50], and the development of effective abstractions is important to improving the security of accessibility enhancements.

Abstractions for Android Interaction Proxies

Our basic strategy is to minimize the scale and complexity of an interaction proxy by intervening as little as necessary in an interaction. We achieve this using a combination of floating windows with the introspection and automation capabilities of an accessibility service. We note the percentage of Android devices on which each of the core requirements are available, reporting availability as of December 2016 [2]. Some capabilities are limited to more recent versions of Android, which have more limited market share. These will become more available as people transition to newer devices.

Floating Windows: Our interaction proxies intervene between an app’s original interface and the manifest interface by creating floating windows that the interface manifests instead of the underlying app. Similar to overlapping windows on the desktop, floating windows sit above the app in z-order (e.g., Facebook Messenger’s floating chat heads allow reading and replying to messages from the context of other apps). The floating windows capability has been included since Android 1.0 and is therefore available on all Android devices.

We further define a Full Overlay as a floating window that occludes the entire underlying app, and a Partial Overlay as occluding one or more elements while leaving other interactions unmodified. Enhancements composed of multiple re-mappings will often coordinate multiple partial overlays within an app.

Event Listeners: Some enhancements require detecting events in the underlying app (e.g., to trigger an update in an overlay). Android allows an accessibility service to listen to interface accessibility events (e.g., a button click, a text field focus, a view update, an app screen switch, a device app switch). Although limited to accessibility events that are invoked by the app, many necessary events are implemented by the default Android tools. This capability has been included since Android 1.6 and is available on 99.9% of Android devices [2].

Content Introspection: Some enhancements require knowledge of the content of elements in an underlying app. Proxies can inspect the app accessibility service representation. This provides a tree describing an app, where each node provides information about an element (e.g., content, size, state, possible actions), though we have noted that apps do not always expose correct or complete information via this representation. This capability has been included since Android 4.1 and is available on 97.5% of Android devices [2].

Automation: Some enhancements require manipulating an underlying app. Accessibility service automation support allows programmatic invocation of common manipulations of elements exposed via the accessibility service representation (e.g., click, long press, select, scroll, or text input directed to a node in the tree). This has been included since Android 4.1 and is currently available on 97.5% of Android devices [2].

Screen Capture: Some enhancements require information or presentation details not available through content introspection. This can include details of a view that the corresponding accessibility representation does not include in its model (e.g., pixel-precise positioning of content). The accessibility metadata provided by an app may also be incomplete or incorrect. Screen capture allows application of pixel-based methods developed in prior work (e.g., [13,15,16,17,18,19]), though some apps intentionally disable screen capture (e.g., banking apps). Screen capture has been included since Android 5.0 and is available in 60.7% of Android devices [2].

Gesture Dispatch: Some enhancements require simulating a gesture or touch. This can be because the automation events are not expressive enough for an enhancement to obtain a desired behavior, or it can be because an enhancement needs
to manipulate an element that is not properly exposed by the accessibility representation. Gesture dispatch allows simulating a gesture or touch at any screen location. This capability is new in Android 7.0, but we have noted such capabilities will become more common as people transition to newer devices.

**Current Implementation Limitations:** We focus on Android, but support for these abstractions in other mobile platforms should similarly enable interaction proxies. We have also identified a few limitations of Android’s current support. First, Android does not provide a robust unique identifier for each screen within an app. Similarly, the field used for differentiating among elements within a screen is optional and often not specified by developers. It can therefore be challenging to reason about the state of an app. Our current proxies use signatures computed from the tree exposed for content introspection. Pixel-based methods for annotation of interface elements could also be valuable [19]. Second, although an accessibility service can observe events, it cannot consume them (i.e., cannot redirect or prevent an event from occurring). The next section presents one implication of this in coordinating perception and manipulation. Finally, we have noted that accessibility services rely on app developers providing necessary events and metadata. Default tools provide this automatically whenever possible, but it is often missing. Our inclusion of screen capture and gesture dispatch provide additional options for interaction proxy implementation.

**Coordinating Perception and Manipulation**

A person perceives and manipulates the manifest interface, but that interaction must be re-mapped to the underlying original interface. Coordination of perception and manipulation in a re-mapping is critical to the illusion of the manifest interface remaining seamless (i.e., the interaction proxy being perceived as part of the interface, as opposed to itself being disruptive). The complexity of this coordination will vary according to the nature of the interaction and how it is re-mapped.

We have found that direct interaction is generally most straightforward to coordinate, as illustrated in Figure 5. Proxy implementation using floating windows means an interface is composed of layers. Projecting these into the display (i.e., flattening the layers along the z-axis) naturally results in interaction proxies occluding anything below. Manipulation is similarly straightforward. Figure 5 (left) shows selecting a button in the manifest interface, with Figure 5 (right) showing that hit-testing finds nothing at that location in the proxy layer and so selection passes to the underlying original interface. This straightforward coordination similarly extends to other direct interaction in the flattened interface. For example, the expected elements are naturally presented by Android TalkBack’s exploration mode (i.e., as a person moves a finger around the screen to browse an interface with the screen reader, the expected element is naturally presented).

Coordination can be more challenging for indirect interaction. Figure 6 presents an example of a gesture-based interaction (i.e., swiping right to the next element in the navigation order). The manifest interface includes a button with correct metadata (i.e., “Start Timer”) inserted to replace an original interface button that lacked metadata (i.e., “One, Unlabeled”). Figure 6 (top) illustrates the interaction experienced, swiping right to hear Android’s TalkBack read “Start Timer”. Figure 6 (bottom) reveals the navigation gesture is received by the original interface, which is unaware of the interaction proxy and gives focus to “One, Unlabeled”. The proxy detects this using an event listener and immediately gives focus to “Start Timer”, which is read aloud. In the instant that “One, Unlabeled” has focus, the screen reader begins to read it. However, this is imperceptible because focus moves to “Start Timer” and the screen reader aborts the prior reading (by design, ensuring prompt perception of interaction state during rapid navigation). The illusion of the manifest interface is therefore maintained. Although we do not present all of our interaction proxy implementations in this same detail, this example is intended to illustrate a typical coordination of an indirect interaction.

**DEMONSTRATION IMPLEMENTATIONS**

Prior sections have introduced several demonstration interaction proxies as part of conveying the strategy, design space, and implementation abstractions. This section presents additional
details and demonstrations. All of our demonstrations were developed as proof-of-concept prototypes. By showing and explaining their key technical approaches, we aim to inform future development of the interaction proxy strategy. Details of these proof-of-concept implementations can also be found in their code, available at: https://github.com/appaccess.

Adding or Correcting Accessibility Metadata

Developers often fail to provide appropriate accessibility metadata for interface elements (e.g., labels for text fields). Although default tools provide this automatically whenever possible, people often encounter apps that have incomplete or incorrect metadata. Platforms have begun to support interactive correction, allowing a person to apply a custom label. But support is limited (e.g., Android only supports custom labels for elements with a ViewIDResourceName, which is itself optional and often not specified by app developers). Interaction proxies offer a strategy for third-party developers and researchers to develop and explore new approaches (e.g., social annotation approaches that have been proposed and examined in web-based systems [27,51,54,55]).

Figure 1 shows an example from Toggl, a popular time tracking app. The “Start Timer” button is missing metadata (i.e., the screen reader announces it as “One, Unlabeled”) and the menu button has metadata resulting from an implementation artifact (i.e., is read as “Navigate Up”). Figure 7 shows a similar example in the Wells Fargo banking app (i.e., the label “Hamburger Button” is an implementation term better presented as “Menu”). Our interaction proxies identify these failures through content introspection, then obtain an image of the element using screen capture. Captured images can be used to obtain content descriptions (e.g., our proof-of-concept prototype uses a local database, envisioning social annotation mechanisms in future systems). Each failure is then repaired using a floating window to create a partial overlay that replaces the element in the manifest interface. Any manipulation of the element in the floating window is proxied to the original interface using automation to activate the appropriate element.

Restoring Missing Interactions

Figure 7 also illustrates repairing a similar but more severe failure in the Wells Fargo banking app. The original interface’s dropdown menu includes several important functions, but does not correctly present itself to accessibility services. It therefore manifests as a single large element, is read as “Wells Fargo Mobile”, and activates whatever menu item is in its physical center (e.g., “Make an Appointment”). Figure 8 shows a similar flaw in the Yelp app, which exposes its five-star rating system as a single element that cannot be meaningfully manifested by a screen reader. An interaction proxy repairs these using screen capture, a floating window, and content introspection. The proxy cannot use automation to manipulate underlying items, as this will again activate whatever item happens to be in the physical center of the erroneously monolithic element. The proxy instead activates the correct underlying item using gesture dispatch (i.e., sending a two-finger touch to the correct screen coordinate, which is consumed by the screen reader, generating a touch in the underlying original interface).

Modifying Navigation Order

Navigation order is a significant aspect of an interface, and optimal navigation may differ for different manifest interfaces (e.g., parallel visual scanning, touch-based exploration using a screen reader, serial navigation using a switch interface). Inappropriate orders can also result from an implementation failure, similar to other incorrect accessibility metadata. Figure 8 shows an example where an implementation error means the Yelp search box visually appears before the scrolling list of businesses, but is manifested after that list in a screen reader (i.e., making it difficult to access via serial navigation). Toggl similarly includes a “Create Timer” button that visually floats above the list of existing timers for easy and prominent access, but is manifested to a screen reader at the end of the list of existing timers. Our interaction proxies modify these navigation orders, moving the appropriate elements to the beginning of the manifest interface, using content introspection, event listeners, and automation, coordinating the interaction similar to the manner discussed in association with Figure 6.

Fully-Proxied Interfaces

Our prior interaction proxies have been minimal, emphasizing the ability to repair or enhance the accessibility of an interaction without needing to re-implement unrelated portions of the original interface. Such targeted re-mappings also highlight challenges of coordinating an interaction so that it blends in to the surrounding interface. Our same abstractions can also be applied in enhancements that proxy the entire interface, more completely changing the interface’s manifestation.

Figure 9 shows an example of re-mapping interaction to implement stencils-based tutorials, a technique designed to help guide and focus a person through an interaction using translucent colored stencils containing holes that direct the user’s attention to the correct interface component and prevent the user from interacting with other components” [26,38]. Stencils could complement features like iOS Guided Access, providing additional capabilities, and enabling third-party development of different potential guides for varying needs.
with perceiving the original interface using necessary combination of a future research, but our proof-of-concept demonstrates the checkbox element. Full implementation of this strategy is (e.g., replacing a small sliding widget toggle with a larger and buttons, and it presents underlying functionality differently available. All other elements are obscured and disabled.

INTERVIEWS REGARDING INTERACTION PROXIES

We conducted two sets of interviews with blind and low-vision people who use screen readers. Interviews were overall focused on: (1) accessibility barriers and the contexts in which they are encountered, (2) the experience of using an interface with an interaction proxy, (3) usefulness and potential of interaction proxies, and (4) potential for adoption of such enhancements.

Method

Our first set of interviews included eight people who are blind or low-vision and use a screen reader. We discussed what types of accessibility barriers these participants encounter in apps, how they navigate the barriers, how barriers could be addressed, and specific apps in which barriers are encountered. These interviews informed many of the interaction proxies developed in this paper. Specifically, participants identified three common barriers that potentially could be addressed with interaction proxies: mislabeled elements, inaccessible functionality, and challenging navigation. Participants also identified three major categories of app to be of interest: community engagement, productivity, and banking apps. Our proof-of-concept demonstrations and our second set of interviews therefore focused on these needs and opportunities.

Our second set of interviews included six people who are blind or low-vision and use a screen reader (including two from the first set). We developed three proof-of-concept enhancements to present to participants in support of these interviews: (1) Yelp: As illustrated in Figure 8, we repaired the stars on the business rating page to make it possible for a person using a screen reader to rate a business and repaired the navigation order to make the search box easier to reach. (2) Toggl: As illustrated in Figure 1, we repaired missing screen reader labels for elements associated with each existing timer. We also repaired navigation order to make the “Start New Timer” button easier to reach. (3) Wells Fargo: As illustrated in Figure 7, we repaired the items in the dropdown menu to be accessible with a screen reader and repaired the label of the menu button.

Interviews with these participants focused on the potential of interaction proxies to support accessibility enhancements. We asked each participant to use the Android Talkback screen reader to interact with the above three apps (on a Google Nexus 6P with Android 7.0). For each app, participants first completed simple tasks while our interaction proxy applied its repairs, then again with the screen reader manifesting the original interface. We chose this approach (e.g., instead of counterbalancing), in part because tasks generally could not be completed without the interaction proxy. Our focus was therefore on qualitative reactions rather than task metrics, and asking participants to begin with a task we knew was impossible would have undermined the interview. Participants discussed the feeling of the interaction with the interaction proxy active, how well it addressed accessibility barriers, and their ideas for the potential of accessibility enhancements. Interviews were transcribed and then analyzed using open coding.

Participants primarily reported using an iPhone, the more popular choice for people in the United States who use accessibility services [44]. Two reported using Android. Interaction with iOS’s VoiceOver screen reader is similar to Android’s TalkBack, and the barriers within apps are similar between platforms. We therefore believe these participants provided useful insight into the interaction proxy strategy.
Results

Interview participants reported our proof-of-concept prototype interaction proxies worked well for improving the accessibility of interactions. P3 said “I think in every case [the enhancement] made it a much better experience than it would normally be”, while P5 said “I think the enhancements have made it better”.

One goal for participant interaction with our prototypes during interviews was to examine seamlessness of the interaction (i.e., an interaction proxy being perceived as part of the interface, as opposed to itself being disruptive). Interviews explicitly probed this, in part by having participants first interact with the enhanced interface and then the app with its underlying accessibility failures. Participants ideally would not be able to distinguish between a natively accessible interface versus an interface that had been repaired or enhanced by an interaction proxy, and several participants commented that interactions were seamless. P3 said “[the enhancements] made it behave as I would expect it to. I think, when the enhancements were on, I generally didn't have any trouble completing the tasks, which definitely means it's working”, while P2 said “[the enhanced Yelp app] acted the way I would expect it to act”.

Two participants commented on swipe-based navigation when using a proxy that repairs metadata by changing screen reader focus (as discussed with Figure 6). P1 described “lagginess”, and we did note the app and enhancement were unusually slow for this participant. P2 described “oversensitivity” that made it more difficult to use swipe-based navigation to select a target without skipping it. However, P2 also explicitly noted that the value provided by the enhancement was enough to outweigh “oversensitivity”. Even when prompted, participants did not mention any other unusual or bothersome interactions.

Participant responses to the specific enhancements we showed were varied. For example, all participants agreed it was an improvement for the Wells Fargo app menu to be accessible, but all felt the “Forgot Password” item was still difficult to find because the app hid it in the dropdown menu. Even when an interaction proxy improves accessibility of an interface, there can still be usability barriers due to poor interface design choices.

All participants described how the types of enhancements we demonstrated could be made to address barriers they encounter, and all expressed interest in using such enhancements. P1 said “In email...forward and reply all are at the very bottom of the message and if it's a really long message, it's really a pain to have to scroll all the way to the bottom of the message”. P5 said “[an enhancement] would definitely be a value to be able to get the Greyhound app accessible so that I could be able to purchase tickets and look at the schedules and so forth”.

In discussions regarding the potential for broad deployment, all participants said they would be willing to submit apps needing repair or enhancement if they thought it was likely the enhancement would be created. P3 is a software developer and indicated he would be willing to create enhancements if good tools were available. P3 and P5 also expressed concern over whether enough people would contribute enhancements.

P6 was more optimistic about participation, saying “I do think that people would be very interested in it, and I think people would want to help contribute to the actual programming, and then people would also be interested in making suggestions.” Finally, participants discussed their trust of third-party enhancements. They reported that primary factors in whether they would trust an enhancement enough to download it are the reputation of the source, endorsements from known organizations (e.g., the National Federation for the Blind), and feedback from other people who use screen readers.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have introduced interaction proxies as a strategy for runtime repair and enhancement of the accessibility of mobile apps. Inserted between an app’s original interface and a manifest interface, an interaction proxy allows third-party developers and researchers to modify an interaction without an app’s source code, without rooting the phone or otherwise modifying an app, while retaining all capabilities of the system. We have examined the interaction proxy strategy through a design space of interaction re-mappings, by defining and developing key implementation abstractions, and in Android implementations of proof-of-concept interaction proxies. Details of these proof-of-concept implementations can also be found in their code, available at: https://github.com/appaccess.

These conceptual and technical contributions are our primary contributions, and our interviews with blind and low-vision people who use screen readers provide support for further developing this strategy. Participants were enthusiastic for the strategy, based on our proof-of-concept prototypes repairing accessibility failures in popular real-world apps. Including these prototypes in our interviews provided a real-world context for discussing the potential of interaction proxies, and participants used this as a starting point for discussing other apps in which they have encountered accessibility barriers that might be addressed. Participants saw a need and potential for third-party enhancements, expressing interest in the value they could provide even if a repaired interaction was not quite seamless.

Our ultimate goal is to help catalyze advances in mobile app accessibility. Where contributions have previously been limited to developers of individual apps or the underlying mobile platform, interaction proxies open an opportunity for third-party developers and researchers to develop and deploy accessibility repairs and enhancements into widely-used apps and platforms. P1 motivated a multi-faceted approach by saying “I mean I think what you did is great, to make some more improvements, but also how we can work with community people and ideally Google and [app] developers”. Interaction proxies therefore provide an additional tool that complements efforts to educate and support developers in improving the accessibility of their apps, as well as improvements in platform accessibility support.
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